
Tune 220 True Wireless Black

246261

99,99 €

Move free with earbuds that keep up with you and stay
connected without staying tethered to wires. Whether you
are tuning into an Android or an iPhone device, the JBL
TUNE 220TWS earbuds have you covered with true
wireless capability. Just charge up and get going. These
ergonomic wireless buds hold their own, comfortable for
20 hours of JBL Pure Bass Sound you cannot get
anywhere else. Switch seamlessly between calls, music,
and your voice assistant.

JBL Pure Bass
JBL TUNE 220TWS earbuds don’t go for average but play standout audio. With a 12mm driver featuring JBL Pure
Bass Sound, they do not skimp on sound.

20 hours of combined playback: the sound never quits
Find your groove and stay in it. These earbuds give you 3 hours of nonstop sound plus another 17 hours from the
pocket-sized charging case.

Stay connected, not wired
No annoying wires, no tangles — just your music when and where you want it, compatible with both iPhone and
Android devices. From wire-free music, seamlessly connected thanks to Bluetooth 5.0, to hands-free calls, they keep
up while you keep moving.

Easy, on-the-go controls
Go from playlist to call to Voice Assistant without missing a beat. Convenient buttons on the right and left earbuds for
switching tracks, playing, pausing, voice command, and taking calls put you in control every step of the way.

Hands-free, fuss-free stereo calls
Grabbing a call mid-song doesn’t have to interrupt your flow. Switch back and forth with on-ear controls and go hands-
free for stereo-mode calls that are completely distortion-free.

SRP 99,99 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Turn your style up a notch
They may be small in size but they have a big wow factor, with a sleek metallic finish and soft-touch paint. Go classic
white or choose from an array of both trendy and classic colors to match your style.

Designed for all-day wear
You’ll want to keep them in your ears non-stop — and thanks to the comfortable ergonomic design, you’ll be able to.
The JBL TUNE 220TWS earbuds were designed with all-day wear in mind.

Sleek, convenient charging case
No detail left to chance. The charging case for the JBL TUNE 220TWS is as thoughtfully designed as the earbuds it
holds, with a shape inspired by a river stone, a soft body, and a curved lid that pops up to give you fast access to your
buds.

What’s in the box:

    •  JBL TUNE 220TWS earpieces
    •  micro-USB charging cable
    •  Charging case
    •  1 x Warranty / Warning
    •  1 x QSG / Safety Sheet

Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 0.16

Packsize height: 21

Packsize width: 16

Packsize length: 4.5

EAN: 6925281964367

Manufacturer number: JBLT220TWSBLK

Product weight: 0.16 kilograms
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